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"With boundless animation, the company extolled man after
man and passage after passage. To the prompter, who had mo-
destly sat down at the bottom of the table, they gave a liberal
commendation for his rugged Pyrrhus; the fencing of Hamlet
and Laertes was beyond all praise; Ophelia's mourning had been
inexpressibly exalted and affecting; of Polonius they would not
trust themselves to speak.
Every individual present heard himself commended through
the rest and by them; nor was the absent Ghost defrauded of his
share of praise and admiration. He had played the part, it was
asserted, with a very happy voice, and in a lofty style; but what
surprised them most was the information which he seemed to have
about their own affairs. He entirely resembled the painted figure,
as if he had sat to the painter of it; and the two amateurs de-
scribed, in glowing language, how awful it had looked when the
spirit entered near the picture, and stept across before his own
image. Truth and error, they declared, had been commingled in
the strangest manner; they had felt as if the Queen really did
not see the Ghost. And Fran Melina was especially commended,
because on this occasion she had gazed upwards at the picture,
while Hamlet was pointing downwards at the Spectre.
• Inquiry was now made how the apparition could have entergd.
The stage-manager reported that a back-door, usually blocked up
by decorations, had that evening, as the Gothic hall was occupied,
been opened; that two large figures in white cloaks and hoods,
one of whom was not to be distinguished from the other, had en-
tered by this passage; and by the same, it was likely, they had
issued when the third act was over.
Serlo praised the Ghost for one merit; that he had not whined
and lamented like a tailor; nay, to animate his son, had even in-
troduced a passage at the end, which more beseemed such a hero.
Wilhelm had kept it in memory; he promised to insert it in his
manuscript.
Amid the pleasures of the entertainment, it had not been no-
ticed that the children and the Harper were absent. Ere long
they made their entrance, and were blithely welcomed by the com-
pany. They came in together, very strangely decked: Felix was
beating a triangle, Mignon a tambourine; the old man had his
large harp hung round his neck, and was playing on it whilst he
carried it before him. They marched round and round the table,
and sang a multitude of songs. Eatables were handed them; and

